
C A S E  S T U D Y



Introducing Sustainability and 
Corporate Citizenship among 
the Siemen’s stakeholders



Communication Strategy:

Communication Channels:

 
In order to show case its true intent and value, a Sustainability Day Event was created 
where Siemens called on Ms. Saina Nehwal as the chief guest

 
Mascot, Viral  and Entire Event branding  Elements

Background

Siemens understands the value of sustainability. In all its sustainable activities 
it focuses on three areas: “Sustainable business practices,” “Contribution to its 
customers’ competiveness,” and “Contribution to sustainable development of 
societies” in order to achieve sustainable progress for Siemens, its customers and 
societies. To make it successful it was critical that these were understood and 
valued by its internal stakeholders as well.

http://www.siemens.com/about/sustainability/en/sustainability-at-siemens/index.php



Objective

Communication Strategy:

Communication Channels:

 
Sustainability Day Event where Siemens called Ms. Saina Nehwal as a chief guest

 
Mascot, Viral  and Entire Event branding  Elements

To introduce Siemens new value 
Sustainability and Corporate Citizenship 
to  the Siemens stakeholders



Mascots



2D Viral

http://www.greysell.in/siemens-mult.html











Result

The Internal (employees) & External (investors) stakeholder understood 
the importance of sustainability and they cultivated the habit of living 
in harmony with nature in their day to day work



Campaign Extension:

The sustainability campaign were also extended in mass media 
for Siemens corporate communication

















Innovation Campaign - 2011

Objective

Key Message

Task

Siemens constantly monitors innovations from around the globe. The company 
keeps up with innovations through research partnerships with universities, 
institutes, and other firms. Siemens also has its own specialized units that focus on 
cooperation with startups, including the proverbial garage operations. It encourages 
its employees to come up with innovative ideas which could be beneficial for the 
Company. This is driven internally through a contest.

Your ideas could change the Urban India  

Posters, Wallpapers, E-mailers in Languages like English, Marathi etc.













Healthcare 
Learning Academy Campaign 2010

Objective

Communication Channels

Siemens Healthcare develops innovations that support better patient outcomes 
with greater efficiencies, giving providers the confidence they need to meet 
the clinical, operational and financial challenges of a changing healthcare 
landscape. This would facilitate salling and servicing clients effectively

Posters and Logo







Siemens Culture Campaign

Objective

Key Message

Communication Channels

The campaign was to create awareness of  Siemens Corporate Values among the 
employees, making them realize their importance and why they should be actively 
inculcated.

"I follow these values; they in return will help me to achieve my goals.”

Posters, Logo













Siemens Health Management 
Policy Campaign

Objective

Key Message

Communication Channels

Generating awareness about the health/medical policies of the company 
among the employees

"Committed to ensure the highest standards of medical, counseling 
and occupational health services”

E-mailers
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News: Greysell applies uncommonsense and wins the STAR NEWS - SMART IDEA AWARD 2011 with Siemens India.
To view: http://www.greysell.in/multimedia.html
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